
Magnetic Dry-Erase 17.5" x 13.5" Weekly 

Planner for the Refrigerator 

 
- 1 Planner (17.5" x 13.5" Horizontal) 

- 8 Whiteboard markers 

- 1 Magnetic eraser 

- 1 User instructions 

 

- Free bonus!  
3 magnetic blank boards (5" x 8") 

 
 

Note: If the board doesn’t fit your fridge, we 
also have a vertical version of the weekly 
planner. 
 

 
 

Guideline #1 – Wipe Before First Use: 
 

Please take 1-2 minutes and do a one-
time thorough wipe off on the entire 
surface of the boards. You can use the 
included eraser, a dry paper towel or a 
kitchen cloth. This will prevent the 
possible remaining residues on the board 
from causing the ink to run before it gets 
dry. 
 

 
 
If, during usage, the ink runs in some 
specific area or spots, just give this area a 
good wipe to solve this immediately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Guideline #2 - Use the board as dual weekly 
 
Plan two weeks ahead! You can 
easily divide the weekly planner into a 
dual weekly board.  
 
 
Add dates and use different colors of 
the 8 included markers to separate 
weeks, tasks and different people in 
the house.  
 
 
Use the 3 small bonus boards as 
reinforcement for general lists like 
To-Do and grocery list. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Instructions 

 

BEFORE FIRST USE: 

1. Please Check if your fridge is magnetic - If regular magnets stick to your fridge, this magnetic board 

will too. The front of some stainless steel fridges is magnetic and some are not. Please check yours! 

2. Please check if your fridge has the required space - the intended fridge door/side should have room 

for the large magnetic board, which is 17.5" in width and 13.5" in height, and for the other included 

magnetic items (5" x 8" small boards, markers and eraser). They need to lie on a flat surface, without any 

bumps / fridge logo. 

 

INSTALLATION: 

1. Take the boards out of the nylon bags - Please make sure to keep the bags out of children’s reach, as 

a safety precaution against choking. 

2. Clean the mounting area – Please wipe off any dirt or dust from the intended mounting space on your 

fridge and let it dry completely. 

3. Wipe the board clean before first use - Quickly wipe off the boards with a dry paper towel – this 

needs to be done only one time, before the first use, because the boards were kept in nylon bags for some 

time. We want to make sure they are clean and smooth for best dry-erase performance. 

4. Attach the magnetic markers and eraser to an area outside of board areas - Please place these 

items directly on the fridge surface but outside of the magnetic board areas for the best magnetic pull force. 

 

PROPER USE: 

1. Use only proper markers, and keep them closed when not in use - Please make sure you are using 

only dry-erase whiteboard markers. For longer durability, make sure to put cap back on immediately after 

using each marker. 

2. Erasing the boards – Markers can easily be erased from the boards, using the eraser included or even a 

dry paper towel or cloth. If marker ink remains on the boards for longer than about 40 days, you may find it 

too dry for a quick wipe. In this case, the best option is to wipe it off with some deodorant or alcohol, using 

a dry paper towel and the ink will come off immediately.  

3. Cleaning the Eraser - After multiply uses, the eraser might need some clean up itself. Quickly rinse it 

with water and gently rub the eraser surface with your finger until all the marks come off. Once you finish 

let it dry completely. 

 

We appreciate your business! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Christa 

 

HMmagnets Founder 


